
 

 

SASKATOON MINOR HOCKEY ASSOCIATION 

2021-2022 GAME TIMING INFORMATION  
 

SASKATCHEWAN AA HOCKEY LEAGUE – U15AA & U18AA:  

Flood after every period and between games; One (1) 30-second timeout per team per game allowed. 

10-15 minute warm up on dirty ice and then flood 

1st period - 20-minute stop time; 2nd period- 20-minute stop time  3rd period - 20 minutes stop time 
 

U13 AA, A, B & C; U15 A, B & C; U18 B & C: 

NOTE:  Playing time in U13 AA, A, B & C; U15 A, B & C; and U18 B & C regular season games is 1 1/2 hours with the ice 

time allotted at 1 3/4 hours = 1 1/2 hours playing time & 15 minutes for one flood;    

5-minute warm up 1st period 20-minutes stop time   2nd period 20-minutes stop time 

3rd period 20 minutes stop time** (or) 
 

** Where there is less than five (5) minutes remaining in the allotted ice time (arena clocks used as standard time) with 

more than two (2) minutes remaining on the game clock, the official timekeepers (a representative from each team) will 

notify the referee during the first available stoppage in play (by pressing the buzzer) and adjust the clock down to two (2) 

minutes to be played stop time to conclude the game. 

**No timeouts permitted in regular season league play with exception of U13 AA (Sask AA Hockey league rule) 
 

U18A: 

5-minute warm up 1st period 15-minutes stop time   2nd period 20-minutes stop time 

3rd period 20 minutes stop time** (or) 
 

** Where there is less than five (5) minutes remaining in the allotted ice time (arena clocks used as standard time) with 

more than two (2) minutes remaining on the game clock, the official timekeepers (a representative from each team) will 

notify the referee during the first available stoppage in play (by pressing the buzzer) and adjust the clock down to two (2) 

minutes to be played stop time to conclude the game. 
 

U11 A, B, C & D (1 1/4 hours playing time - flood end of every game whenever possible): 

3-minute warm up (maximum) 

1st period 20 minutes straight time   2nd period 20 minutes straight time 

3rd period remaining time in the allotted ice time - straight time (3rd period can be longer than 20 min)  
 

U9 A, B, C & D (1 hour playing time - flood end of every two games):  

*Half Ice format – 3-minute warm up (maximum)  

1st period 24 minutes straight time    

2nd period 24 minutes straight time    

* Half Ice format must be followed for the entire season for all U9 games starting with the 2021-22 season  

  

SASK. FEMALE HOCKEY LEAGUE (U18 AA, U15 AA, U18 A & U15 A FEMALE): 

NOTE:  Playing time in U18 A & U15 A games is 1.5 hours with the ice time allotted at 2.0 hours = 1.5 hours playing time and 

30 minutes for two floods – after each period of play. U18 AA and U15 AA playing time – 1.75 hours with ice time allotted at 

2.25 hours = 1.75 hours playing time & 30 minutes for two floods.  One (1) 30-second timeout per team per game in SFHL. 

 5-minute warm up 

1st period 20-minutes stop time   2nd period 20-minutes stop time 

3rd period 20 minutes stop time** (or): 
 

**Where there is less than five (5) minutes remaining in the allotted ice time (arena clocks used as standard time) with 

more than two (2) minutes remaining on the game clock, the official timekeepers will notify the referee during the first 

available stoppage in play (by pressing the buzzer) and adjust the clock down to two (2) minutes to be played stop time to 

conclude the game. 

 

** REMINDER THAT ONLY THE STARTING LINE UPS SHOULD BE ON THE ICE WHEN RETURNING FROM IN-

BETWEEN PERIOD FLOODS.  ALL OTHER PLAYERS ARE TO PROCEED STRAIGHT TO THE BENCH. 

 

TEAMS MUST BE READY TO PLAY AT ALL TIMES 


